Well visible wooden nameplates.
Nice and useful item for your garden, kitchen garden, kitchen herbs

Wooden nameplates

- size: 260 mm × 16 mm
- material: beech wood
- package contents: 20 pcs with printing + 5 pcs blank

Eco Friendly wooden plates from selected FSC wood. They bring order and guidance in your garden. A good review a nice touch of the herbs and vegetables in your garden.

1 Printed slats - each package contents 20 pcs of pre-printed nameplates with names of either vegetable or herbs + 5 pcs of blank slats.
2 Blank slats - ideal for making own marks eg. plant names, dates, etc.
3 Health harmless - our products are environmental-friendly. There is no top layer on the slats and we use solely health harmless paints for printing. All used materials are certified.